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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the
globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers
can keep up to speed with the current developments in
the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade
active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also
take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects
with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep
on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to
your inbox each and every week.

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
- Hustle App
- Smart Trade Coin
- BitIRA
- Simbcoin
- Bank Of Hodlers

What are you waiting for?
Subscribe now!

- Hassonline
- ASTR Coin

Also Get,
- Markets Analysis
- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
Top 5 Ways to Earn Passive Income with
Cryptocurrency

For Latest update

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello crypto traders welcome to this week’s 109th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall cryptocurrency Market Cap stands at $199 Billion. We have seen a $2 Billion increase in the Market
Cap since the last week. Bitcoin price currently around $7,328 and ether price is currently at $149.
The current market cap for bitcoin is $133 Billion and for altcoins the current market cap is $66
Billion.
For the past two years, November has been the worst
month for Bitcoin price. In 2018, Bitcoin plunged 36.93%,
whereas, this year, the decline was 17.51%. However,
the picture brightens at the performance of the leading
cryptocurrency in the last month of the year. Since 2015,
December has seen a minimum movement of 30%, which
offers a great opportunity for short-term traders.

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

66.52%

Ethereum

8.13%

Historically, halving has proven to be bullish for Bitcoin prices. With the next halving due in May 2020, many traders are
positive about the prospects of a rally in Bitcoin. However,
a few influential voices in the crypto industry believe that
halving will be a non-event this time. Jason Williams, cofounder at digital asset fund Morgan Creek Digital, believes

XRP

4.77%

Tether

2.07%

Bitcoin Cash

1.96%

that Bitcoin’s price will remain unaffected during the next
halving. Bitmain’s CEO Jihan Wu also has a similar opinion
as Williams.

Litecoin

1.47%

Binance Coin

1.19%

EOS

1.27%

Bitcoin SV

0.91%

of much higher prices in the future, hence, they are not participating in the short-term trades.

Steller

0.56%

However, the volatility in Bitcoin offers an opportunity to the

Others

11.15%

While the volatility in Bitcoin is keeping the short-term traders on the hook, the long-term Hodlers remain unaffected.
64% of the total Bitcoin mined till now has not left respective
wallets since 2018. This shows that the whales are confident

retail traders to grow their portfolio.
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TOP 10 COINS
Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation (Past 30 Days)
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CRYPTO
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/USD

The pullback in Bitcoin, from the lows of $6,526, hit a roadblock at the 20-day EMA. This indicates
a lack of demand at higher levels. However, we like that the drop from the 20-day EMA has been
gradual. This is a positive sign as it shows that the selling pressure has reduced.
If the cryptocurrency can bounce off the current levels or from the support line, it will indicate accumulation on dips. The first sign of strength will be a break above the recent highs of $7,870.10.
Above this level, a move to the resistance line is likely. We anticipate a new uptrend to start if the
price sustains above the resistance line. We might suggest a long position on a breakout of $7,900.
Our bullish view will be invalidated if the bears succeed in plunging the price below the recent low
of $6,526. Below this level, the decline can extend to the next support at $5,600.
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ETHEREUM - ETH/USD

The relief rally in Ether stalled at $157.73. The shallow pullback shows a lack of confidence among
the bulls that a bottom is in place. With the 20-day EMA sloping down and the RSI in the negative
territory, the advantage is with the bears.
If the bears can drag the price below the recent low of $131.80, the downtrend will resume. The next
support on the downside is $120.
However, we anticipate the bulls to aggressively defend the $140-$131.80 support zone. If the bulls
can carry the price above the previous support turned resistance of $163.57, it will indicate that the
markets have rejected the lower levels. Such a move will increase the possibility of a move to $200.
Therefore, we will watch the price action for the next few days and suggest a trade if the price sustains above $163.57.
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RIPPLE - XRP/USD

XRP has been trading between $0.21262 and $0.2365 for the past few days. Acceptance of the
price below the previous strong support at $0.2365 is a bearish sign. The downsloping 20-day EMA
and the RSI close to oversold levels suggests that the bears are in command.
If the digital currency slips below the recent low of $0.20256, the downtrend will resume. A fall to a
new yearly low will be a huge negative. The next support on the downside is $0.17.
However, if the current consolidation resolves to the upside, it will indicate demand at lower levels.
If the price sustains above $0.2365, a move to the 50-day SMA and above it to $0.31533 is possible.
We will suggest long positions after the price sustains above $0.2365.
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BITCOIN CASH - BCH/USD

The rebound from the critical support at $201.66 could not break out of the 20-day EMA. This suggests that the traders are closing their long positions on minor rallies. The 20-day EMA is sloping
down and the RSI is in the negative territory, which suggests that bears have the upper hand.
The bears will now try to break below $201.66 to $192.10 support zone. If successful, the downtrend
will resume. The next target on the downside is $166.98.
However, if the bulls defend the support zone, the price might remain range-bound for a few days.
The altcoin will pick up momentum on a break above the moving averages. We will wait for the price
to sustain above the 20-day EMA before turning positive.
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LITECOIN - LTC/USD

The bulls have not been able to push Litecoin above the $50.25 to $47.22 resistance zone in the
past week. This is a negative sign as it shows that the bulls are not buying aggressively even at
these levels because they are not confident that a bottom is in place.
The downsloping moving averages and the RSI in the negative zone indicate that bears are in
command. The price can retest the recent low of $42.16. If this support cracks, the downtrend will
resume. The next support on the downside is way lower at $30.
Conversely, if the altcoin bounces off the current levels or from $42.16 and breaks out of $50.25, it
will indicate accumulation at lower levels. We will wait for the price to sustain above $50.25 before
turning positive.
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
Financial Giant SoftBank Breaks Into Crypto Payments, Launches New
Bank Card With 10,000 Stores on Board

Tokyo-based SoftBank, a multinational conglomerate holding company, is introducing its own SBC
wallet card, “Softbank Card 3.0,” which works like a traditional debit card and has a built-in cryptocurrency wallet.
According to the announcement, the card has been created through a partnership with wallet card
development firm Dynamics. SBC wallet cards aim to provide improved security and better accessibility when compared to traditional wallets. The cards have their own encryption system and can
perform both hot and cold wallet functions.
The cards are supported by an app that comes with the “legal currency storage function, credit
card function and electronic payment service.” These features eliminate the time required for block
confirmations when performing digital currency transactions.

“In the version of Softbank Card 3.0, the Wi-Fi function, the fiat and digital currency switching buttons, and the information display screen are integrated. In the Wi-Fi module, the SBC implements
a hot wallet when the Wi-Fi function is turned on, and a cold wallet when the Wi-Fi is turned off.”
Read more...
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Bitfinex becomes the first exchange to support the Lightning Network

Bitfinex, a Hong Kong-based cryptocurrency exchange, announced support for Lightning Network
deposits and withdrawals becoming the first exchange in the industry to do so.

Bitfinex adds support for the Lightning Network
The Lightning Network is a second layer solution to Bitcoin’s scalability problem. It was created
by Lightning Labs, a San Francisco-based company building the next generation of decentralized
financial infrastructure.
The idea behind it was to increase the transaction throughput of BTC’s blockchain network. This
open-source protocol enables instant payments at exceptionally low fees with millions to billions of
transactions per second, and cross-chain atomic swaps.
Starting on Dec. 3, Bitfinex will add support for Lightning Network deposits and withdrawals. The
new feature would be offered to all users who would begin to enjoy faster and cheaper transactions.
And, those running their own Lightning Node would also be able to connect with Bitfinex’s Lightning
Node.
Read more...
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Germany to Let Banks Sell and Store Crypto, Laws Changing in Asia

Some major regulatory developments in the crypto space have transpired this week. Not only has
Germany passed a bill allowing banks to sell and store cryptocurrencies, but South Korea and
Thailand are also amending their laws to better regulate the crypto industry. We also cover crypto
news involving the governments of China, Japan, and the U.S., including the arrest of an Ethereum
Foundation member.

German Bill Authorizes Banks to Deal in Crypto
A bill has reportedly been passed in Germany allowing banks to sell and store cryptocurrencies for
customers. Starting in 2020, financial institutions in Germany will be able to offer cryptocurrencies,
including bitcoin, alongside traditional investments such as stocks and bonds. They can also provide
crypto custody services to customers. The bill proposes eliminating the requirement for banks to
use third-party custodians to manage cryptocurrencies. Banks are currently required to use “external custodians or special subsidiaries” to store cryptocurrencies. They will need to procure a license
to offer crypto services.
Read more...
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VeChain (VET) Jumps a Whooping 26%, Thanks to an Iconic Retro Game Remake

While the rest of the market continues to torment investors, one cryptocurrency is covering some
significant ground. VeChain (VET) is up 26% today and showing no signs of slowing down, but
what’s driving the token?
Impressively, the token is back to price highs not seen since May this year.
It seems a trifecta of partnerships, progress, and listings still make the biggest difference in this
market. There has been no lack of the aforementioned for VeChain of late, citing several bullish
coalitions, all of which look to drive the project further.
A Retro Collab with Microsoft
By far, the biggest propellents thrusting VeChain moonward – is the project’s recent collab with
Microsoft on a re-release of the 1980’s gamebook: “The Way of the Tiger.”
Bringing together Microsoft, major game developer, Eidos, gamebook creator, fabled Lands, and, of
course, VeChain, The Way of the Tiger, stands as a retro collaboration for the modern age.
The specific use of VeChain Thor enables the ability to create non-fungible tokens (NFT). These
NFTs are unique tokens stored and transferred via the blockchain. They are most commonly used
as blockchain game items (think CryptoKitties) and – thanks to their inimitability – can end up fetching exorbitant prices.
Read more...
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Binance Acquires Beijing-Based Blockchain Data Startup DappReview

Binance has acquired DappReview, an evaluation platform that offers data-driven
research and advertising services to blockchain-based decentralized applications
(dapps).
The acquisition of Beijing-based DappReview will help the world’s leading exchange by volume to
further develop its existing dapps and create new blockchain use cases, said Viktor Radchenko,
founder at Binance’s Trust Wallet.
“In the near future, Trust Wallet will integrate DappReview APIs to provide easy access to explore
new dapps and crypto games, as well as more insight into DeFi [decentralized finance] services,
analytics and usage,” Radchenko said in an interview.
In return, Binance will offer support for DappReview in non-technical fields, including marketing and
business development while the platform maintains its independence in technical development and
operations, according to a statement from Binance.
“By working with Binance X [the company’s developer network] and Launchpad, DappReview
will bring in more talented Dapp developers and assist promising Dapp projects on fund-raising,”
Vincent Niu, founder of DappReview, said of the deal. “A lot more exciting synergies with Trust
Wallet, Binance Research, etc.”
Read more...
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Africa ‘Will Define’ the Future of Bitcoin — Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey

Bitcoin (BTC) will see its future “defined” by Africa, one of its best-known proponents has predicted
after completing a tour of the continent.
In a tweet on Nov. 27, Twitter and Square CEO Jack Dorsey said that he would return to Africa in
2020 after spending time traveling in Nigeria and Ghana this month.

Dorsey highlights Africa’s Bitcoin potential
“Africa will define the future (especially the bitcoin one!),” he commented, revealing he planned to
spend up to six months on the continent next year.
During his stint in Nigeria, Dorsey attended a Bitcoin meetup, continuing his personal advocacy of
the cryptocurrency.
The tech mogul has become famous for his Bitcoin support, having pledged to integrate its functionality into both Twitter and Square. He has also publicly endorsed the Lightning Network as a
payment solution, something which allows Bitcoin users to send funds instantly for next to no fee.
Read more...
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Blockchain In Retail Market Expected To Grow By 60% Through Next Five Years

As blockchain technology reaches countries around the world, retailers are starting to take note as
well. Considering this interest, an analyst group called Research & Markets has recently released
their report on the trends of blockchain around the world, covering the next five years. According to
this data, the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of the retail industry’s use of blockchain technology will reach 60.4% from now until 2024.
Much of the discussions on this matter are predicted to involve solutions using smart contracts,
when it comes to adopting blockchain technology. Billing, supply chain management, and inventory management are expected to be automated with the use of smart contracts, along with other
internal business operations.
By using smart contracts for the automation of payment processors, companies are able to save
money as they eliminate the gateway operators that ordinary charge massive fees for these transactions. The use of smart contracts also allows companies to spend less time and money on auditing
and accounting.
The report states that Asia will continue its role as a major player in the retail industry, as it hosts multiple startups for e-commerce. Australia also stands to be a solid competitor, as Research & Markets
draws attention to a new pop-up store by Alibaba. This store is presently backed with blockchain
transactions.
Read more...
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Largest Indian State to Pilot Blockchain-Based Solar Energy Trading

The Indian state of Uttar Pradesh (UP) will pilot a peer-to-peer (P2P) solar power trading project in
partnership with Australian blockchain energy company Power Ledger.
The state power utility UP Power Corporation Limited and UP New and Renewable Energy
Development Agency have partnered with Power Ledger to launch a trial of P2P solar energy trading to examine its practicability, according to a Nov. 28 press release. The first phase of the project
is set to be completed by March 2020.
During the trial, Power Ledger will integrate its blockchain-based platform with smart meter systems
to enable residents with rooftop solar infrastructure to set prices, track energy trading and settle
surplus solar energy transactions via smart contracts.
One of the main problems facing renewable energy sources is storing surplus energy when unpredictable elements like wind and sun create more or less power than is needed. As such, the project
aims to make it easier for small producers to find users for surplus energy and make renewable
sources more viable.
Once the pilot is completed, Power Ledger will examine the results and purportedly work with the
local government to tailor regulations that further enable P2P energy trading.
Read more...
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Vitalik Buterin Supports Petition to Free Ethereum Researcher Arrested at
LAX After Trip to North Korea

Virgil Griffith, the American programmer who traveled to North Korea and was later arrested at Los
Angeles International Airport on Thursday, has ignited a fierce debate regarding his actions.
According to a criminal complaint released by the US, Griffith, an Ethereum researcher who spoke
at a blockchain conference in Pyongyang, is accused of assisting North Korea in evading sanctions
imposed by the US government. The charge carries a penalty of 20 years in prison.
While Griffith traveled to North Korea without a special validation from the US government, as
required, Ethereum co-founder Vitalik Buterin believes the programmer spoke at the conference in
order to bridge a divide.
In a tweetstorm on Sunday, Buterin tells his 882,000 followers that he supports Griffith. In response
to a blog post entitled, “Let’s start a petition to free Virgil Griffith” penned by Enrico Talin, the
founder of blockchain platform Commerc.io, the Ethereum co-creator says he’s prepared to sign a
petition to set Griffith free.
Read more...
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Waves DEX Shuts Down and Relaunches as Hybrid Cryptocurrency Exchange

Decentralized exchange (DEX) Waves DEX shut down to resume operations as a hybrid exchange,
Waves announced in a press release shared with Cointelegraph on Dec. 2.
Per the release, the exchange has already ceased operations on the old domain and the process of
moving its activities to Waves.Exchange has already started. The company announced:

“From this point onwards, the old version of the exchange will be unavailable, and the website will
offer only functionality to support migration. User funds held on Waves DEX will remain completely
safe during and after the process.”
The hybrid exchange was already partially activated before the migration began earlier today and
it expects to become fully operational before tomorrow. The company claims that the new trading
platform combines the irreversibility of transactions, safety and user control of funds of decentralized exchanges with the features of centralized trading platforms.
Read more...
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PLATINUM PROJECT INFORMATION
THE HUSTLE APP

Project Details:
The Hustle App is designed to reward you for participating in fitness and staying healthy. Earn bonus
token rewards for helping others to stay fit & healthy through group fitness and exercise. The App
includes a built in wallet and token transfer to convert HUSL Tokens to BTC, ETH or USD.
It‘s a TOTALLY FREE app with no memberships or fees of any kind All you need to do is participate.
Multiple smart watch platforms are available.
The App can connect you with like-minded people. This inspires motivation through group fitness
and support. You also have the option to be connected with professional trainers, professional athletes and healthy food providers to assist you with your training & diet in order to attain your goals.
And connections to major shoe brands & world-leading fitness companies providing you the option
to use the HUSL token or other modes of switched currencies to purchase products at a reduced
price.
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Official Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rblGsrfP8_I

Token:
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RoadMap:

Exchanges:

Sistemkoin
[IEO Ongoing]

ProBit
[IEO Coming]

Wallet:

TrustWallet

MEW Connect
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Team:

Drake Blankenship

K Blankenship

A. Bushra

Co-founder / President /

Co-founder / Business &

Blockchain Developer

Block-Chain Advisor

Financial Advisor

T. Han

Silva Nicole

Saad Muhamed

Partner, Bounty Coordinator,

Partner & Project

Partner & App Development

Project Direction Coordination

Direction Coordinator

Team

Nazmul Shuvo

Thai Dinh Ngugen

Md Shahed

Naseef Abdulquadri

Admin, Telegram Moderator,
Director of Multi-Language
Social Media Platforms

Admin, Telegram

Admin, Telegram

Admin, Telegram

Moderator, Tech Specialist,

Moderator, Telegram

Moderator, Telegram

Vietnamese Translation

Bangladesh

Arabic
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More Information:
Token: HUSL

Platform: Ethereum

Type: Utility

Accepting: ETH

Price: 1 HUSL = 0.06 USD

Distributed in ICO: 51%

Tokens for Sale: 15,000,000

Minimum investment: 1

Bonus: Available

Country: USA

Bounty: Available

Website: https://hustletoken.org/
Email: director@hustletoken.org
Twitter: https://twitter.com/TheHustleToken
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-hustle-app/
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/hustle_token/
Telegram: https://t.me/HustleAppChat
Facebook: https://m.facebook.com/HustleToken/
Medium: https://medium.com/@RecifeBitcoin/hustle-will-be-a-powerful-app-designed-to-rewardeveryone-for-participating-in-fitness-and-staying-fd666971d1b7
Bitcoin talk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=2681308;sa=showPosts
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TOP 5 WAYS TO EARN PASSIVE INCOME
WITH CRYPTOCURRENCY

Hi Platinum Crypto Followers,
Firstly I wanted to spend a moment thanking all the subscribers and follwers for all the positive messages we received about the my previous article ‘INVESTING IN BITCOIN – THE PROS AND THE
CONS’ I really hope this helped all the newcomers to the industry as well as the more seasoned
hodlers.
Secondly well the markets have certainly seen some action this week with the early parts of the
week showin major bullish momentum. Most of the major cap coins have seen some quality gains
and the overall market cap has risen from the low 200B mark to $220+ Billion. Market sentiment is
still on the caucious side but lets see how the remainder of the week unfolds.
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POPULARITY OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES
The popularity of cryptocurrencies in the different sectors of the economy has grown massively. Its
growth comes despite the doubt revolving around its adoption. As part of the ways to use cryptocurrencies that are making it popular, is its ability to create an income. Yes, you heard right. While
you can settle bills using cryptocurrencies, you also have the choice of making a passive income.
Earning a passive income with cryptocurrency is not just for people with knowledge on how it works
or for people who own digital cash. Below, we will identify how to make money with digital currency
as well as identify the best digital currencies for passive income.

HOW CAN YOU MAKE MONEY WITH CRYPTOCURRENCIES?
You will be glad to know that you can make money with cryptocurrencies online, even with no experience. If you are interested in knowing how to make money with cryptocurrency, well here is your
chance. We will highlight the different ways you can earn money via this channel.
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Buy and hold
When listening to investment advice on making money via cryptocurrency, buying, and holding is
the most common method you will hear. You will buy currency then wait until it increases its value
before selling it. You will then cash out when the prices are higher than your buying price. This process is similar to that of investing in stocks/shares.

Buy and hold for dividends
The above method will make you money by selling your crypto at a higher price than your buying
price. However, buying and holding for dividends will pay you by for holding them. In this case, you
do not own the cryptocurrency. Instead, your role is to keep it in circulation. Some coins that you
can consider under this method include but are not limited to NEO and KuCoin.

Mining
Mining cryptocurrency is an excellent way of earning passive income with cryptocurrency. You will
need to invest in the necessary equipment, set it up, and allow it to operate. This method works by
having your computer solve complex mathematical concerns, and after solving the problem, you are
rewarded with digital currency.

Staking cryptocurrencies
This method is a combination of holding and selling and holding and selling for dividends. This
advantage is dependent on the currency you buy. For coins such as neblio, you can buy it and hold
it to sell when the time is right while at the same time receiving dividends from holding it. You will
be killing two birds with one stone.

Day trading
Day trading is a more advanced method, and it may not be everyone’s cup of tea. It refers to identifying patterns in financial trading charts daily. Making money through this method is possible only if
you are keen on following the market trends. You can buy and sell cryptocurrency by the hour. For
example, you can buy bitcoin, litecoin, or any other cryptocurrency and sell an hour later when the
prices increase. However, this can only happen if you are precise, knowledgeable, and fast. You will
be able track trading volume and gather sufficient data to make the right decisions.
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WHAT ARE PASSIVE WAYS OF EARNING CRYPTO?
As indicated, there are different ways of making money with cryptocurrencies and, more specifically,
earning a passive income.

Staking cryptocurrencies
Staking coins is another simple way of earning passive income with cryptocurrency. For it to work,
you will need to follow a proof of stake consensus mechanism. Also, put your coins in an open wallet
over a period of time that will eventually generate new similar coins.
For example, you can consider Neblio, proof of stake cryptocurrency. By holding, let us say 20 of
these coins, you can total the number to 23. The additional coins act as staking rewards, thus the
source of income.

Holding Dividend-paying exchange coins
Dividends from a financial perspective do not require you to sell any product. With cryptocurrencies,
all you have to do is identify the digital currencies that pay dividends regularly. Rather than sell, you
can hold cryptocurrencies and receive dividends that will add value to what you are holding. This
mode of passive income from cryptocurrency requires research on which coins are worth the buying
and holding in terms of earning interest. Some key players in the market include BTMX, KuCoin, as
well as TenX.

Run a Masternode
Masternodes on Proof of Work or Proof of Stake cryptocurrencies add to ways of making money
from crypto by holding them. Masternode refers to a cryptocurrency full node or a computer wallet that plays the role of keeping the full copy of the blockchain in real time. In addition, running a
masternode will help to perform specific tasks, which will earn you rewards.
The mentioned tasks may include partaking in instant transactions, increasing the privacy of the
transactions, or getting involved in governing and voting. However, every currency comes with a
limit on the minimum coin holdings to run a masternode. For example, you will need 1000 DASH
units to run a masternode. Also, there will be a variance in the hardware required to run the different nodes.
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HOW CRYPTO DIVIDENDS ARE THE FUTURE OF PASSIVE INCOME
The crypto world is embracing the different modes of making an income via digital currency.
However, looking at where the community is leaning towards, it is safe to say that crypto dividends
may be the future of a passive income with cryptocurrency.
Earning interest/dividends on a regular is an excellent way of generating an income. With a majority buying cryptocurrency and retaining them in the long-term, thus, reducing trading fees, earning
through dividends is a better alternative. Keeping in mind that cryptocurrency comes with a volatile
trait on its prices; dividends will give an income source as you await a significant price increase.

WHAT ARE THE FIVE BEST CRYPTOCURRENCIES FOR PASSIVE INCOME?
As the popularity of crypto increases, many are embracing the technology behind it, blockchain.
Others are also seeking alternative ways to make some extra income through cryptocurrency. It is
not just about randomly picking a digital currency. You should lean towards a reliable and popular
asset.
Some of the best cryptocurrency earners for a passive income currently include NEO, Vechain,
Waves, Dash, and DCR.

NEO is unique due to its indivisibility, whereby you cannot subdivide one coin. It also has a “fuel” model used in the form of GAS
tokens. NEO holders receive 7 GAS automatically every time the
next block is found.

VeChain provides two types of coins, namely VET and THOR.
VET token holders will receive THOR tokens from staking. There
is no minimum of staking, making it affordable for right about any
investor to join in.

WAVES is using a leased Proof of Stake algorithm allowing
investors to rent their balance for full nodes. By renting WAVES,
the contractors will be able to pay a percentage as a reward to
the owner. You can also participate in the mining process, but
you must own a minimum of 1000 WAVES.
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DASH does not use the Proof of Stake algorithm, but it employs
a masternode system. With DASH, token owners can receive dividends. To receive these dividends, you must own a masternode
with 1000 DASH coins in your wallet. Annual earning interest is
estimated between 7.5 and 8.4%.

Decred (DCR) allows users to receive passive income with cryptocurrency by purchasing “tickets.” These tickets allow investors
to vote on significant issues on the Decred network. Also, by
holding a given number of coins in their wallets, the users will
receive a 30% block mining reward.

If you’ve booked your session above, we look forward to speaking to you soon!
Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article. Thanks for reading!
Have a fantastic day!
Live from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.
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